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ABSTRACT
A hand ook on social work. practice with Native

American familieg, de eloped foeuse by students in undergraduate
social work peograms and by social service practitioners who work
with Native American people, is divided into four sections. The'first
section contains fo r article*, written by Joseph A. Dudley
(Methodist ministe and YanktOn Sioux) and David Mathieu (Assistant
peofessor of Ameri an Indian Studies, Dakota Wesleyan University),
which focus on culture, alcoholism, aging, and community-agency
relationships. rip second section gives six brief case illustrations

depicting incidents in the daily experience of social work
practitioners'i /agencies serving Native' American communities. The
case illustrat olis descrihe situations. of interaction between Indiancase

and so ial workers, then give discussion questions and a
/conclusion w ith clarifies the cultural influences shaping the
/situation. T e third section provides an ann'notated bibliography of

/.21 books an articles helpful in sOcial work teaching and curriculum
planning ;# r practice with Native American people, and lists 4
sources oecase'studies. The fourth section lists tribal headquarters
in South a4 ta, including t theof e Cheyenne River Sioux, Crow
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Creek'Si ux, Flandreau Santee Sioux, Lower Brule Sioux, Oglala Sioux,
RosebudiSioux, Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux, Standing Rock Sioux, and
Yankton' S,ioux Tribes. (MH)
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Preface-
'This .H ndbook' has been develOped in response to the need for resource ,material related to the Native

American" ft ily ,and the cultural context of social. work 'practice with Native American pe lc in South
Dakota. .

.: . .

*The term Nib ive AinAican -is the preferred usage',of -those involved-in the development of the Handbobk. You will find
Indian and mericain Indian also used interchangeably with Native American.

Tke , andbaok has been developed lor use by students in Undergraduate sdcitil -work programs. and
social service practitioners who work in varying degrees with Native American people. The Handbook 13

.

not meant to be .a complete work, but an initial, attempt to ,provide articles and case illustrations specific
to the NatiVe American experience in South Dakota, . , .

There are four sections in the Handbook, The first'seeijon Joseph
Z

is a collection of articles.written by Josep
A, Dudley and avid Mathieu which focus on specific topice.: .ehlture, 'alcohOlism, 'aging,' and community- #
agency 'relationships, Joseph A, Dudley is a United Methodist minister in, Alexander, South Dakota. Hejs a ,.

.'native of South Dakota and a- member of the Yankton Sioux tribe. David Mathieu is Assistant professlik of.'
American Indian Studies and American Indian Program Co-ordinator 'at. Etakota Weileyan University. I

li
The second section is a grouping of case illustrations which depict,specific incidents'in the day -to day

experienCe of thesoelai,;work -praCtitioner in an agency which services. the Native American_comhiunity, The
caseillUstratibn model -provides a. format which seems more conducive to the development.of original- cases.' ..

than the znkre lengthy case study approach. : .
.

. . ,

Fog the -best use of the ,materials in Section I and II in the classroom oz in-service session, we recom-
mend that contact be made with.resource persons, who have tribal'affiliation in your. area, to assist in Your
discussion, 'Having the resource person present provides the opportunity to: (A) "check out" the approach

'taken; (B) avoid generalization.ot customs; (C) explbre 'further aspects of family, policy, government, etc.
- Use of the materials without this resource may- lead to misconesptions and the perpetuation of stereo-

.

. types, . r .1 ,

Section III includes a listing of books 'and articles which have proven to beflrelpful in teaching and
planning curriculum related . to social work practice with Native American people:. Also included is a listing
of case studies found Co be helpful. ,

....Section II/provides a listing of tribal headquarters in South Dakota. (
AppreciaCion is -extended to those persOns who .'have devoted their time, energy, and _expertise to the - . '

development of this Handbook; We acknowledge the.'contrityrtions.of Joseph A. Dudley, David Mathieu, and
Frank "Mitch" Battese in the organization and devel pment of the Handbook, as well as- in the written ma-
terial they have contributed. A special thank ill to the members of the Task Force on Native Alnerican
Content'

r
nt' in. the Social Work Curriculum*,who have gi n of their time and expertise as resource ',people and

as contributors to the case illustration material. Without the assistance df Jill Toland v/h'odiligently typed
and collaled the material, this Handbook would not be in the form presented.
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CULTUFM:_A_MEANS_OFSUFL [VAL

FOR DAKOTA* SIOUX
)\ i,'

BY\JosaPh,A. Dudley
Writing an arts le on Native American culture

WoUldbe an IMpossihle task for any one pertton, TO
do so would involve \years of research and endless
hours of writing. The\ result would not be an article
nor a lengthy paper,` but a book or a number of -

volumes. The author Would hive to do research on
each tribe, regardless of how large or small, to de-
scribe the culture of each group. That is to say,
there is no such term as'"Native American culture,"
rather there are "Native A oilcan cultures" (plural).
It Is describing the rules and 'roles which govern
behavior within a. group. Each tribe within the.
United States has its own culture based upon the
history, tradition, customs d environment. There-
fore, the Cherokee, Chi Wa, Navajo and Sioux
would each have their wn culture. This is not to
say that there woul t be any similarities between
them, but the reas s for these similarities probably
wouldn't be the me. For example, the interaction
that takes pla between brothers and sisters in some
tribes Can described as very solemn and infre-
quent. The reason for this could be becausp the cul-
turpelszvery patriarchal or this could be a way of
ph ing respect for the sister.

..-/ This article, then, will examine what we mean
by "culture" an will attempt to use some examples
from the tribes within the Sioux nation. Our pur-
pose is not to describe the culture of the Native
American Sioux, but to describe the behavior that
is -the result of their culture. As has already been
stated, while our purpose is not to describe the Sioux

... culture, it is hoped that the reader will have a better
' Understanding of this particular group because we
' have used it as an example.

Culture provides the rules that define the roles
that make up the relationships that constitute the

- group. ,Let me state it another way: culture is part-
ly the result of the feeling we have that we are not
complying with rules but are 'Allaying in a natural
way. Culture is that which enables us to behave in
such a manner That is acceptable to a partitular
grobp. This behavior is based on certain customs,
traditions, roles, and rules that are meaningful to
and supported by the group. ' #

4, There are several characteristics of ally culture's
origin and purpose which must be mentioned in
order to understand its function.

. (1) Culture is a product of social interaction. It
originates and develops in and through group
relations, and perpetuates the Same.'

*In this article "Dakota" refeA to the Yankton bilk
whereas "Laketan refers to the Pine

.

Rifge and"Rosebud
tribes elsewhere. N5t

-.Z--
'Wilsoh, Everett K.

,
Sociology: Rules, Roles and Relation-

ships. Homewood, IL: Dorsey Press, 1966, p. 45.

(2) Culture is a learned behavior, It is not Innate,
instinctive, or acqUired through, a biological
heritage.

(3) Culture is passed on from generation to genera-
tion chiefly through the use of language.
Through language, children, In a relatively short
time can gain knowledge that may have taken
their forebears years to develop. Certain mean-

, so ings and expressions are passed on through the
use of cultural language which cannot be ade-
quately translated in another language without
losing some of, the meaning and affect.

(4) Culture becomes a consistent and integrated
whole. While culture and, cultural changes are
Influenced by such thing, as religious beliefs
and practices, family organization, economic
value's, physical environment, and political
structures, it is also the vehicle that integrates
all of these factors and provides consistency
within a group.

(5) Culture is adaptive, Though customs, beliefs
and practices change slowly, it is possible to
increase the speed of such Changes. in order to
facilitate social interaction and relationships
which may become .strained due to glher social
changes.

Through the use of the Dakota' language, unique -
and sincere relationships are developed and carried
on that could not be accomplished through the use
of the English language. For example; though my
grandmother could speak the English language very
fluently, she never spoke to. my father (her son-in-

. law) withciut the use of the pakota language. The
leasons for this were several: (1) since my father
and mother were divorced this was a very ,touchy,
relationship, which could be handled only through
the use of her cultural language; (2) since he was
her son-in-law, she was not supposed to talk td him
nor look at him and visa versa. What she had to
say to him, in a sense, transcended the day-to-day
customs and practices, which could only be handled
and expressed through that particular Native Ameri-
can language.

. Another example: when my grandmother would
visit someone who was very ill, perhaps dying of
cancer, she would use certain words in her greeting
which when translated Into the English languamb
would not be acceptable and would be very stronglr
criticized by professionals. Nevertheless, they are
words that would express compassion and empathy
and would be the basis of their interaction from that
moment on.

It is through these kinds of interaction and the 't
unique expressions that, can be expressed through
the use of language that culture is passed on And
.when the language is lost, some of the uniquenets
and peculartftles are also lost between generations.
Therefore, when an "outsider" such as a social work-
er finds themselves in a situation where the language



Is suddenly switched from-the English to the Dakota
I ligUagelifilneed-hottelt-threateninr-eXperrenee.
The Native Americans present are simply translat-
ing what is happening into their own cultural net-
work. ,

In past years there, has been much talked about
and writtqn on the topic known pa "Indian Time."
In the context in which it has been used it intuit be
understood that there is no such thirtg as "Indian
Time," Of course, when this term is used it is usual-
ly, used in relation to,a late arrival at so e meeting '

which has been scheduled, The emptiest Is placed
upon the time when it ahpuld be placed u on values

40 a schedUled meeting it is not ecause he has no
and, priorities. When a Native 4merican is "late"

concept 'of time, rather it is because. he has a dif-
k ferent, set of values and priorities. To use 'the term
1"Inditin Time" hit this context IS very clearly- a form.
of eihnocentristh, Ethnocentrism is to judge the
practices and-behavior of one culture by the values
and standard) of another culture. When this hap-
pens the rents are .usually the extreme opposites
In terms of Meanings and values.

The real concept of "Indian Time" is best .illu-
strated in the following examples. There were times
when my grandmother either was visiting with or
visited by another Native American woman. They
would remain silent for rather long periods of time.
This was especially so during the very first part of
the visit. They.felt no need to jump into conversa-
tion. There is something about time and silence that
creates a oneneskof ipir,it that must take.place be-
fore a meaningful' conversation or relationship can
take place. This period of silence a more accurate
concept of. "Indian Time."

There are times when, durin a prayer meeting
or a form of worship experience someone is asked
to be the speaker, without any prior notice. After
the person is asked to speak, there is usually a rath-
er long period, of silence. The speaker is not corn-
pelted to stand 'up and begin speaking immediately.
There is time allowed for at only the speaker to
get' his thoughts together, but for the group to be-
come one with the thoughts he will convey. This, in
this writer's opinion, is a more meaningful descrip-
tion of what could bb called "Indian Time."

Again, when a 'social worker meets with a client,
especially in their own home, a long period of silence
should not be threatening or make the worker feel
uncomfortable. On the contrary, this is an attempt
on the part of the Native American to allow this
"something" to happen that will enable those prei-I
ent to establish a meaningful relationship that will
enhance their conversation and communication.

Finally, let's take a look at some 1?ositive and
negative forces within social interactions that are
influencing the Dakota Native American culture.
One factor is the development of housing areas on
,or near reservations. This has been instrumental in
.bringing families who once lived in large cities away
from the reservation back to the reservation ,en-
vironment. This, in some 'cases, has increased the
unemployment rate and the number of welfare re-
cipients. Along with the housing projects, however,
came the unusual practice of one-family dwellings.
Prior to this, multi-family dwelling was a common

cultural practice. It was be 111(1 the early Native
Ainericanr Were--if orna di Abatlnlilti- ram ily-dwellings
were used. Traveling was made easier. Later it was
because of hOusing shortages that several genera-
tions Of a family lived together. Soon the concept
of multi-family dwellings became a signiflOant char-
acteristic of the Native American culture In the
Dakotas. While it may have caused a certain amount
of inconvenience it was economically feasible and
reinforced the strong family ties that have been .,
present In this culture for generations.

With more and more houses being one family
units, the parents and children have less contact P
with the grandparents who traditionally have been
the "teachers" of the culture. .

Another changd within the last decade is in tribal
government. This change has been another force
that, has caused the return of some pdrsons to the
reservation from the city. Along with the growth
of the tribal government came a stronger sense ,of
identity with the culture. It. Is economically advan-
tageous to be identified as a Native American in
relation to the thrograms developed and carried on
by the tribe. In order to qualify for certain programs -
in terms of economintid, employment, and educa-
tional assistance, one must be enrolled as a Native
American and be able to identify the degree of "In-

- dian Blood" one has. While this is happening, it is
bein discovered that in order to have a strong iden-
tity with the culture, the reviving of the use of the
Ian uage is essegial. As a result, the. Dakota lan-
guage is being taught to children in schools, and
classes are mode avallatle to adults Who' would like
to recapture this almost lost art.

Thus, we see culture as a consistent and integrat-
ing force in the life of the Native Americans in the
Dakota. The culture changes as a result of sur-
rounding social influences. While some of the in-
fluences tend to weaken or lessen the cultural prac-
tices and beliefs, others tend to strengthen it or, at
least, bring to the surface the need to restore cer-
tain characteristics in order to continue to make it
meaningful and cohesive

While culture char s to survive, culture is a
means of survival for gro s of people* economically,
psychologically, spiritual) , and social
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By Joseph A. Dudley

. kuiverous articles' have been written on the topic
of alcoholism. In most articles, however,-the writers
have foeusepl Their attention do the results of alco-
hol abuse\ Statistics are used to illustrate the dan-
gers of aleoholism; its affects upon the tilcoholic.
For example, it has Wen said that alcohol is the
number one\drug problem in the United States. In
addition, it is also being said that ale° 91is the
fourth- rankin health problem in Amerioll As othe
result of vario studies, It has been estimidedthat
95 million Ame cans consume alcohol, and at least
10% are though to have alcoholic problems.

Such articles nd. studies are not without good
reason and purpose!. It 18..an attempt to bring to the
.attention of the pti lic the problems caused by the
use of alcohol. In ddition, articles such as these
encourage authoritie and professionals to develop
programs that could be of help to alcoholic victims.
Another possible reaso is to produce a scare tactic
which might awaken he abusive drinker to the
dangers of alcohol.

While studies and scat sties are useful in identi-
fying alcoholic .problems nd other types of social
problems, it is the opinion of this writer that the
statistical results of alcohol m makes no contribu-
tion toward eliminating the roblem. Such studies
tend to make the problem ap ar so enormous to the
public that they tend. tq feel verwhelmed by it or
ignore it. Secondly, while results\do get the attention
of authorities and professionals\ they do not help
identify the causes. And finally,\most perms in-
volved in extensive use of alcohol clo hot read such
articles or brochures unless they ar'5, to the point of
seeking help; Iven then the artielei. are written in
such professional terminology that Most/ alcoholics
could not understand them.

'After all of this, it must. be said that It is because
of such studies and statistics that this article is being
written. For all the research and surveys In the past
are not without usefulness. They have well identi-
fied a tremendous social problem that exists in our
society, especially among Native Americans. The
purpose of this article, however, is not to analyze
the results of_other's work. Rathei.lwe will attempt
to show how alcoholism is the result of cultural 'con-
tact which affects the interpersonal relationship,
and economic functioning of maleyative Americans.

.... In short, we will be dealing with causes rather than
results. NO other co dition adversely affects se,1-1

many aspects of Nativ American life than alcohol-',
ism. Alcoholism, howev r, is not. the problem, but '..
the result of a social-cultural conflict of which airy.-
holism among young and middle age Native Amtri-
cans is the symptom.

ALCOHOLISM_ SYMPTCAll OF SOCIAL- CULTURAL

CON,LICTFOR NATIVE AMERICANS

'Indian Health Service. Alcoholism: A High Priority Prob.
km. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1972.

e

Native Americans who find their identity within
their culture are almost constantly faced with a
cultural conflict 'which causes inner tension. This

live o which the transition from one
is the result of the Native American being forced to
ive in two cultures

l
to the other causes an extreme amount of stress.
Some of the conflict/ \do not affect or involve moral
and ethical values, but aro simple behavior patterns
that have different m anings to different cultures.
The classical example 1 that of looking another per-
son in the eye. In the ative American culture one
Is taught that to look nother person In the eye la
to show disrespect for that person. On the other
hand, in the non-Nati American lulture to not
look another person into eye whileolating is an
indication of not telling he truth or showing die-
revect. This is somethin that white missionaries
acrd BIA school teachers d not understand In years
gone by and thus young ative American students
found themselves being disciplined for doing, that
which they were taught was a means, of showing
respect for another person ('by not looking teachers
and school authorities in the eye). This could be
very frustrating for a non-Native American who,
not understanding this, goes to a meeting of the
Native Americans looking down at the -(loop or sitting
with their eyes closed. For the person who doei not
understand he meaning of this, one could easily
get the feell th t they are not paying attention
to what is bein id. In the non-Native American
culture, this might be true.

This cultural conflict has had negative implica-
tions for the Native American in terms of economic
achievements And self-esteem. When Native
American appliel for a job he Is expected to look
the potential boiss or supervisor in the e e while
interviewing. If the Native American gets the job
he will be expected to maintain good eye contact
with his supervisor in order to give the supervisor
the feeling that he or she is relating to the employer.

.In most instances, it IS very difficult for the Native
-American to do this until he has been conditioned.
Even then, he must force himself to do so. If he
does not get the job it is highly possible that the
reason has to do with poor eye contact which was
demonstrated during the interview. This could lead
the emplOyer or interviewer to suspect lack of
honesty or a lack of self-confidence on the part of
the Native American being interviewed.

While cultural conflict has economic implications,
it also poses an inner conflict for the,Native Ameri-
can. The question for the Native American is: should
he have to give up or ignore his cultural teaching
to be accepted andqiven the opportunity for eco-
nomic achievement? In mostinstances, the answer
to this cittestion Is "yes." Thus the Native American
attempts or is expected to deny a part of his cultural
identity. When faced with this cultural conflict
enough times the. Native American experiences tre-
mendous inner turmoil which in turn results in low



Se If-esteeni.
PayelieleitisWtell'ur

I am. Neither am' I what 31ou think I am, Rather,
, I am what 1 think you thihk I am, If this is true,
then the Native American who practices this simple
behavioral pattern ma begins to think of himself
as someone who is dishonest, or lacks self-confidence.
The latter is something that is perpetuated by the
cultural conflict; if the Native American is retailed
employment opportunities or loses a job enough
times, lack of self-confidence becomes a major prob-
lem.

Regardless of what happens the Native American
runs the risk of failure. He must learn to live with
the denial of his own cultural identity in order to
succeed economically. If he does not or cannot deny
his cultural identity than 'he risks the possibility of
being refused the economic opportunity, EitherIvay,
the Native American experiences low self-esteem in
the end.

Another aspect of economic functioning which
is affected by this particular cultural behavior is the
level of employment that is assigned to Native
Americans. Many Native Americans litho want em-
ployment are given menial jobs, 'host of which are
of a temporary nature. Most of the time it is eco-
nomically advantageous for the *fitly° American to
live of welfare. In some instances this provides
more financial assistance, and other benefits which
the Native Amirican probably would not receive
from an employer, and is much more steady. This,
too, however, contributes to his low self-esteem.

Social conflict is another area which affects the
Native American. A social codflict which is com-
monly found near ;nervations' is that of the bigoted
attitude of non-Native Americans. The closer a non-
Native American Jives to -a reservation or a relatively
large group of Native Americans the more bigotry
and prejudice exists. The employer who refuses to
provide employment foe. a Native American is the
employer who complains the loudest about the wet-
fare received. This becomes just another contribut-
ing factor to the feeling of helplessness and low self-
esteem within the Native American.

Still, another social conflict with which. every
Native American must deal (and every poor person
in our society) is the message of the media. Into
every home by way of television comes the message
of; if not upper-middle class, middle - class. values
and economic standards to Native Americans. By
this I mean the economic conditions as they really
are. On the television screen everyone lives in an
apartment, unlike in the ghetto, or a colonial style
house in the suburbs. Very few people go to work
on television, but the message is clear that they have
high paying professions which enable them to enoy
many comforts and luxuries. The locations of such
programs is in a vacation resort,' on a beach, or in
a nightclub, or a "Love Boat." As part of his enter-
tainment the Native American is bombarded with
economic and social successes which will never be
his to enjoy. This, becomes another reinforcement
to his sense of failkare and negative self-image as
the provider for this family.

He knows these comforts and Itxuries are beyond
his capability to achieve and enjoy because of a lack,

8

at education and employment opportunity. Approxi-
mately=10%--of- all=Native_Antericana_above=14,-_yeart,_
of age have no schooling at all, Nearly 00% have
less than an eighth grade education. Forty-two per-
cent of Native American children, almost twice the
national average, drop out before completing high
school. Most curriculum is based on Anglo middle-
class Wags with which the Native American stu-
dents find it difficUlt to identify, In addition, most
Native American children have a low-tolerance for
authority and discipline. This is because they ex-
perience a very lenient type of discipline at home.
Again, we find another cultural conflict which begins
In the early years of the Native American.

Finally, adding to, the -already lew self-esteem
and negative self-image of the Native American
male is the advent of the Affirmative /Mien and
Equal Employment Opportunity, (Note: this writer
is not opposing AA and EEO. I only refer to its af-
fect on the male Native A.merican.) The employment

'opportunities which have been made available for,
Native Americans has been with the BIA and Public
Health.. Most of these jobs, however, have been given
to women. As a result, Native American women have
gained a certain amount of independence from their
hipbands. Now the male Native American is not'
only uneducated and unemployed, but Is provided
for by his wife and has lost control of that which
was, perhaps, the only area of .his life in which he
did not feel powerlesshis family. In most Cases,
when the womaii gains employment and becomes
the provider, she decides on how the money will be
spent and will begin to make other marital decisions,
independent of her husband pertaining to such
things as birth control and discipline of children.

Alcoholism becomes a means of escape for the
Native American. It is not so much a problem as
it is a symptom of severe disturbance caused by
social-cultural conflicts which leave him with a
sense of helplessness and hopelessness. The causes
and contributing factors are such things as unem-
ployment, blocked educationdi opportunities, cultural
conflicts, and .loss of self-identity. These are the
root 'causes that manifest themselves in the form of
alcoholism.

Programs and studies may be helpful to the in-
dividual who Is dependent upon alcohol as a means
of escape. As effective as these programs are, they
are a means of simply putting ointment on the sore
or the symptom. While these programs may help the
individual, they provide no way of preventing this
from happening 'to future generations*.

The root cause of the problem Is an attitude of
discrimination and prejudice that is ingrained, and
unconsciously passed on from one generation to-an-
other. Some of the most dedicated and committed
persons who have given themselves to the advance-
ment of Native American people) are person who
are still trying to Americanize the Native American.
The root of the alcohol problem -ls-.a social-cultural
conflict which causes a clash of differing values and
traditions which if understood could be prevented.
Both the Native American and the non-Native
American could live together and accept the social-
cultural differences without conflict. Where the
clash and conflict comes into the picture is in the
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form of a power struggle. The dominating and over-
I-Kilning or-aitatheir-didIurekrreilogitisett-is----belng
more powerful than the other. Thus we have a power
struggle that results in cultural, social, and economic
deprivation for the Native American. The healing
of alcoholism begins with the understanding and ac-
ceptance of other cultural behaviors, as minor and
insignificant as they may be. Through this accep-

' lance will also come the elimination of prejudice
'and discrimination. Programs must be designed to
produce such results: Meanwhile, we must tinue
to help the Individual overcome alcoholism sur-
viva in a society that forces him to chose tween
the denial and acteptance of himielf, 4
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tiltiC3: CROBSCULTURAL

PERSPECTIVE
*mph A. We*

arntoouariow
Among all groups of persons that exist *thin

our society there an two groups which neatly all
of the social workers in the Mali of loath DOOM
will encounter. The first 02. is Made ,up, OVUM:
Mateo Amer can population. MnMi me owl high
llUA any given social worker who continued to
In South Dakota will work on a reservation or will
wort with Native Americans who live oft the reser-

' vatIon.01; is insportant, In order to ellitelleely relate
to the MITI) Americo ewntole, thatAtiottilli woirlf!-
er understand some et Ahairoittal-anottradltiOltiT
which govern and influents 'their bob*** and ritik].'
Ludes.

The second group the. social worker mast relate
to is the group. which we will refer NOW
With the increased life spelt of k oh
employment-for the younger adult is_
a relatively large portion of the populelairl gills into
the category of the senior clam or the ate," The
chances of social worktraconvnunicatty and relat-
ing to the aging are also high. Being- Rtmlliar with
th stproCesses and dental tasks which the
aging experience and wail( through is Ipsportant
relative .,to a constructive and helpful.association
with this group.

Combining the two groups Mentioned above we
establish a specific group whit/A.1re will call the
aging. Native America. The chimes of a social work
er In South Dakota working with the group Is ex-
tremely high whether he or she works on or near
a reservation. In almost every area of social service
the clientele' will partially consist of aging .NatIve
Americans: In many aituation) the aging Native
American wW either be a recipient of social services
or a support* within .the social network. It
is, therefore, emelt important that social work-
ers unders t it means to be an aging Madre
American.

AeMt4,0 IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
.

Since it PiAhe opinion of this person that before
WO can nail, understand ways of another culture
or groisp we must first understand our own. We will
first explore what It means to be among the aging
In the dominant culture in American society. We
will be exanlining various processes and adjustment
Usk' as bench marks for comparison when exploring

he
marks will be used to examine simIlmities

e aging in, the Native American culture. These

and significant differences in the biological, psycho-
logical, and social chamota and how cultural values
and social deprivation Athas each change.

As was mentioned earlier, aging involves at least
three types of changesbiological, pat hological. and
social. The first of these changes, biological aging..
refers to ctskrtges in an organism's vulnerability. To
some extent, an Individual's life span is determined

4It
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genetieally. If. an individual's .grandparents Lived a
long life. span, the chances of that individual living
a. life that is longer than average is increased,. all
other factors being equal. .

The environment in which a person lives-4he,
food, ,dernarids for activity,Auality of air, etc.also
affects ,a person's chaneeS of living a. long life. Ak
the Present, time, yariqtions in .a.persdif's environ-
ment areprobabfy,rfroie influential in determining
length of life than heredity. r

For -eXample, the ;:patterns,atterns of aging acCord-
. ing to social class. 'Because poor people ate generally
,exposfed"toirnore 'infurjous environmental conditions
than are middle or. uppr claes,he result is pooFer
health. and earlier aging,in the lower- class. This is
an area which a- social ,Workei can see themselVes
assisting in making a significant contribution to the
increased lkfe and welfare of the 'aging. With proper ,
diet and better living ,conditions, persons who fall
into the category of poor can eXperience improved
health and. a' delay in 'aging. , .

. Another change in the'.biologidal prbcesses whiCh
has significant psychological effects for the female
is. that of menopause. Once a person Completes the
'task of marriage Unct child-rearing, she .becomes
aware' of the end of one epoch and the beginning of.
another. More than the physical or biological
changee, the psyehological effects sometimes. cause
problems or anxieties .in'aperson's life during meno
pause. A study done by Bernice. Neugarteri indicate
that very feW women experience Problems as a direct
result of menopause, itself. The ',problems and/or
anxiety._: is caused. by. the fact that menopause re-
minds theritthat they are getting older. In addition,-
approximately 21% of the females included In Neu-
garten's study' experienced a lack of energy.. during
menopause which created-some probleMs' and anxie-
ties in the area' of social responsibilities, both within
and outside the home: -

For men, retirement is the key hapPening that
often initiates a period of uncertainty _and the need
to re-establish his own personal worth. This, how-
ever, may be an equally as difficult time for women
in the future as mote. and, more women develop vo-
cational and professional careers. During a person's
work life, one chara.cteristiOally invests more of
their energy to the job., and ,sometimes withdraws /
from other activities. A person; who does this is:.
vulnerable to psychological,.; disorganization when
they are faced with -retirement. Retirement may
mean a loss of inconie, but more damaging psycho
logically are losses of a person's friends, thei%status,
and whatever feelings of self-worth he or she ob-
tains frorn performing their job. The. transition is
that of achieving a sense of self-worth as a person,
not only .as a worker. The handling of their prob-
lem successfully is to withdraw fromthe work force
honorably and with dignity. . '.!

Many marriages improve after retirement; but
.others decline. in quali . One important,element
in the late life.of marria e is.,the man's increasing
'dependency on his wife a d his reaction, to loss of
''power" as he aves the w k force. If he' can adapt

Terniee Neugarten. "A New Look at Menopause." Pay;
ehology Today, December, 1967, p. 44.

well to role loss. and to his greater dependency
on his .wife tor psychological support; his..sa.tisfac
tiori with ,the marriage ,may 'increase relative to the
days 'when he was- spending:-many hours away from
horne earning a Irving. ,

Finally, one of the. most .pronounced Charp.cter,-
istles:of the agihg is.their.:elowness.of movement, in
the midst of a fast Paced eociet. Their .slawness is
frequently a: problem,. or atleast, thecaileeof anxie=
ty Situations where the` older adult cannot' pace
his own .activities but must respond tO thetlemands
of the Salgal . environment -. in which he or .she lives.
Everything that. a very aged person does. is generally
sloWer -than the demands of society: ploVenient of
traffic and escalators, the alotted time for-.pedes.7'.
trianS, along with coping.with increased automation'
can be a itittblem. and cause fruetration forgthe e ging.

Another aepeet. cif frustration caused by.our fast
pace is that.' of Moving'. too quickly from one topic
or tsubject.in conversation:` or -entertainment.
vision can cause anxiety 'and Misunderstanding: for:
the aging who find it difficult.to shift their atten-
tion "very rapidly in terms of their: thought pattern:
This is:: due to the fact that some of the important
body. cells do not divide to replace.th9se that die.
Some of these..cells -are brain cells and 'heart. rhuacie.
cells. Since the .cells of the .brain. are not replaced
they are critical in detekmining 'biological changes'
that geed relatiVe to aging.. Talking:with an aging
person 'can)36 very frustrating to tilem,- unieSs the
topic of conversation does, not change too .rapidly.2.

Above are .a few of the -Processes and adjustment
tasks with- which the aging in knerican:-.society;'
must cape. In almost every instance the, change will
affect .two and sometimes all-. three of .the areas
which were. mentioned' earlier: biological; social, and
psychological: To recognize and know these, changes
and adjustments will' enable . a social worker to re.;.
late more effectively and meaningfully to the aging
in our ;Society..

AGING. IN THE NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
For the Native American who 'has. °continued to

allow the values of the NatiVe American culture.to
be significant influence, aging hae a 'different
meaning. Because of the priorities and vahres which
exist. within the Native American culture:there is
less of a -Psychological and social a.djuitnient than
that which takes place outside the culture. From a
biological' perspective many Native Americans never
liVe lang.enough to he 'in the. category of 'aging.
Some' Native Americans die at a rather ,young age;
from cirrhosis :Which is .not on1ST biological; but' the
result of a social: and, a psychological problein. Obesi-
ity and diabetes are other major causes of.; death
among middle-aged IsTative Americans. This is..due
to an' imposed ,socia-econarnid woblem .which:does
not allow for proper die t. amOng, the pooi,_ a category'
in whiCh'iriost" Native Americarie fall... ,

The aging Native,nAmerican never sees himself.
in terms of possessing; "power." The persons with
whothithe.eocial worker' will come in -contact are
those who do not have and, most 111xely, never' did'
have ...earning power. Having never had. 'a. job or,.

2DevelOpmental Psychology Today, CRM Books, Richard
Holme,.Publisher, 1971, Chapter 27, p..77.



occupation with vihicl..he could iden so strongly
as to find 'a person'is identity, there is .1 tle adjust-
mbrit necessitated by old age. Equal burying power
still con es -in the form of assistance from social ser-
Vice,s and is, for 'pare necessities. "The. psychologic al
adjustment was made years before the realization
that earning and buying power is something that is
applicable to persons who are non - Native Americans,

the economic adjustment is of ,such small signifi-
ance 'during old age that the psychological trauma
s very minimal.

The roles .of husband and wife do not change very.
significantly. With the huaband haying been em-
ployed sporadically'at menial tasks in the past there
is, little change-intheir daily routine when they be-
come older. considering the rather simple
social life which the Rative American leads ,there
is not 'much social adjustment; Very seldom do older
couples experience separation `and divorce. On the
contrary; wheri Native American couples beCome
aged, their relationship becomes closer and stronger,
and remains such until one of .them dies. Marriage
itself' becomes so meaningful that most surviving
spouses marry again.

While psychological and social adjustment for
the Native American aging is minimal due to the
various forms and ,degrees of deprivation which he
experiences most og his life, the significant changes
are of a positive ffature. This is the result of two
social factors whickcome together within the Native
Ameritan culture. The first factor 'is.the pride and
respect which. Native American's have' for old age.
Age is -sbmething in which most Native Americas
takea great deal of pride. In this culture, one Is
hot hesitant to reveal their age. Perhaps this is be-
cause of the relatively short life expectancy of the
average Ulm Anierican. To the youriger person
the elder y represent a great deal of culture, herit-
age, and history. Because of this the aged person
is held in high esteem and respect.

The se nd factor is the high value the indi-
vidual places on the family, including the extended
family. All through life, the family has a place of
high priority and intimate meaning, which is one
of the dominant mores of the Native American Cul-,
ture. Consequently, when a '"person reaches old age
there is no loss in terms of one's role in the family
structure. The reverse happens. The family, which
he or she values and finds very meaningful, takes
pride and, holds the elderly in high esteem and re-
\spect, thereby increasing their stature: As time goes
oh, this is something that perpetuates itself. °

\\ The fast moving pace' of our American society .
does not cause the, frustration for the Native Ameri-
'can aging as it does for those who live outside 'their
culture. The reason for .thip is because the Native
American,. especiallp those on reservations, have
never been caught up in the fast moving pace. Mov-
ing rapidly from one topic to another is not a char-
OCteristic of the aging nor of the NatiVe American
culture, young or old. Therefore, very little, notice-
able adjustment 'is necessary for the aging, Native.
Americari. , ,

Finally, because the Nativel American cherishes
the heritage ancly,family, as they live' in the present,
they zrtaintairfia strong link between the, past and

the future: Native Americans again have hope for.,
the.luture, not in a socio-economie sense, ,to be sure,
but in a -socip.1-psychologiCal (and. religious) Se u&
Very few Native American- people fear death. Ok
the contrary, they look .forward to death as. a time','
when they,w1111*'with. those persons whoWere and ',
are members of 'their faintly,- personS from whom
they Inherited their culture and values, 'and, who \

. have made' life meaningful for them. ,,

After. having stated all of' this relative to the
biological, psychological, and social procesies and

. adjustment tasks of aging in the Native American
culture, 'from both the deprivation and. positive re-'
inforcement perspectives, an additional aspect must
be noted. Whenever 1, a person tries to, or is . force
to hve Under the. influence of two different cultur
there is always tension, and conflict within the
dividtial: Adjustments are always necessary as .one
moves from one culture to .-another. The te' sien
comes into being when the values Wand practi pies are
in conflict:. Native Americans are forced to 1 we with
this.. Most,a.ging'Native Americans who ca olong-
er care for. themselVeS live with or, at ast, near
their families. Ultimate, deprivation co es to the
aging Native Anierican when they are reed to live.
in. a nursing- home, which is happen g more and
more, as one . family dwellings - are ecoming more
prevalent even on reservations. , Duxring. their., lasttildays they are forced to live in a 'other milture, or
at least, outside of 'their 'culture' Many times this
.generates hope for the future only because the pres-
ent is unbearable.

"; CONCLUS N
In this article, an attemiit has been made to: lift

up reasons, why a social worker should be aware of
the Native. Anierican agin4. In order to compare the
adjustments, and chanOs which the aging in the
Native American. culture experience, the - processes
and- adjustinent tasks' with which the aging in the
non-Native America culture must cope were point-
ed .out. The purpose was to, establish bench marks,
to be \used for c mparison, which the non:-Native
Ainerich,n social worker could' personally recognize
and identify. the third part the cultural values'
which influen e the 'attitudes and behaviors of the

cNative. Amer an aging were. examined. It is im-
portant to how that 'it 'is not the mere 'frequency
of contact but the nature or the-quality.of the con-
tart that Will determine the relationship that the
slide' w rker. will establish with the clients. TO
underst WI deprivation and Cultural effects can be
helpful to the social worker in establishing com-

muirr/t

ation and. developing
he aging Native American.

effective relationships
wit
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THE EFFECTs.o.Fi4

.AGENCY C.OMMUNITY.--SEPARATION.:

, By David Mathieu
The history of federal government relhtionships

with American Indian tribal groups are generally
well known; but _seldom thoroughly understood. The
casual observer notes the conflicts and the subse-
quent dependency of tribes on the government as
the primary schema through which relationships
should be viewed. While not' wishing to diminish
the real importance of this viewpoint, the historical
relationship has many additional, often subtle, vari-
ations. One of these is the influence of federal policy
on the physical layout of reservation communities
and its sdbsequent effects on relationships betNeen
governMental representatives and American Indian
people.

Most of the treaties between tribal groups and
the federal government -during the late 1850's and
1860's up to 1871, when treaty-making with bribes
was deauthorized, were treaties of land cession. In
such treaties, in return to a specified dollar value
of goods and services,, the tribes ceded certain por-
tions of this aboriginal territory. 'In administering
the distribution of these goods and services to mem-
bers of the tribes, distribution centers (agencies)
Were established on the reservation.

As experience in working with American Indian
people increased, two patterns of agency.placement
emerged., In many cases, agencies were established
in locations on the reservation whereprevious non-
Indians-Indian relationships had taken place; most
notably mission:` churches and schools. Mission
churches were often originally established within
existing Ametican Indian communities, but were
usually relocated away from communities after edu-
'cation came under control of the missionary group.

',It was commonly felt that the proximity of the
school to the community determined the school's
effectiveness. Parental, community, cultural in-
fluences on the Indian child 'were seen as retardant
to the child's acculturation to non-Indian norms of
behavior and values. 'Schools commonly located suf-
ficiently distant from Indian communities so that
the children would have to board at the school. lin
this way, it was felt that greater demands. could be
placed on the children to change without the daily
interference of parents and elders.

A second pattern of agency placement depended
on .the politics of tribal leadership that might be
operating on., a particular reservation. It was often
the case that despite conflict and dependency, many
individual traditional tribal leaders maintained a
great degree of respect and power within e
group. In such cases, federal officials would often
place the agency settlement in a location as far as
possible from the local of the traditional leader. In
this way, those tribal members that went to work .
for the-agend, such as tribal policemen and agency
support staff, were required to physically disassociate
themselves from traditional leadership; thus treat-
ing anew class of tribal leaders which limited the

hbwey of them traditional leaders. The classic case of
'such,..a.n. approach is that of Indian Agent McGilli-
cuddy on the Pine Ridge Reservation. OnNit.laat reser-
vation, McGillicuddy; in an effort to supplant tra-
ditional authority with his own, embarked, 'on a
scheme of political gerrymandering that rivaled
that of urban politicians some eighty years'later.

As a result of the agency placement patterns,
agency 'facilities and schools were 'usually located
away from the traditional sites of. Indian communi-.

Such policies were reaffirmed from the 1880's
through the 1920's as the models for American In-
dian schools became the federal off-reservation
boarding School. Often located hundreds and even
thousands of Miles from reservation communities,
boarding schools were seen; as instrumental to the
"proper" education of a young American Indian; one
entirely free of parental and cultural infltiences. In
these institutions, children would often not return
to their parents and home community for as mueh
as four years.

As the federal boarding schools became too costly
to maintain and transport students to, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs began to open on-reservation day
schools in the 1920's and, 1930's. Though located on
the reservation, the schools were also constructed
away from traditional communities, consistent with
older policies of separation.

These patterns of locating schools and govern-
mental agency offices have changed ,little in the
intervening years.I3In most reservation areas, agen-
cies and schools"are not a part of the community.
Some changes have occurred in 'the situation of
"cluster" Iwuting projects. Many of these have been
constructed in proximity to existing schools and
agencies. Psychological barriers, if not physical,
seem to plague these communities as well.

In addition to the placement of agency and school
facilities away from the communities, staff housing
complexes are often constructed near the facilities.
This results in a situation in which the staff mem-
ber not only works in isolation from the American
Indian community, but lives apart as well.

The effects of this physical, as well as psycho-
logical, separation of the community from the gov-
ernmental, agencies serving' the people are complex,
deeply felt and result in a perception of American
Indian community. behavior as deviant rather than
merely different to non-Indian agency and school
personnel.,

The influence of the physical arrangements on
professional and social relationships4are consider-,
able and projects an image to Indian people that
,the agenoies and schools are not a.part of the com-
munity, but rather merely, the local representative
of an alien, and imperson culture. Because the agen-
cies and schools are, not their own, there does not
exist any community commitment to these institu-
tions, and 'little desire to come into, contact with



11them except when necessary. In recent years, social
service agencies and schools have attempted to in,
volve community members in, -decision:-making pro-
cesses. These efforts; however, have- met with fre
quently indifferent responses in American Indian
communities., Such a response often leads the non-
Indian staff members to conclude that thesinembers
of the community do not care about their school
children. or that they 'have no concern for or desire
to impact upon the service ptograms delivered. The
reason for their indifference is that previous genera-
tions were not allowed to haVe such involvement
and the physical separation that exists services to
remind community-members-of that fact.

While physical separation becorries a symbolic
barrier, the teaching and service agency staff resi-
dentialXcompoUnd is ever more destructive to es-
tablishing meaningful communication between staff
and community. Residential complexes adjacent to
the school or service agency were originally built as

\ an added incentive to attract personnel to areas that
were isolated or where other forms of housing were

\unavailable; a situation which often 'still exists in
reservation, areas. The most easily recognizable re-
Suit of compound living arrangements is the lack
of experience in relating to American Indian com-
munity members 'as friends and more importantly
as\ neighbors. The "compound" is a different world
from the community, -a piece of suburbia in the
midst of poverty. The agency staff member living
in -the esidential compound does not experience the
dynamics'-of American Indian relationships. They
do not experience the patterns Of caring, concern,
and responsibilitY that exist; hot are unseen by the
outsider. The often referred to example of the non-
Indian, social worker observing an Indian household
where relatively small children have been left alone.
by their parents for several hours at a time is ap-'
propriate here. The social worker interprets this
behavior., as child neglect, as a similar occurrence
in a rion-Indian community would probably be. In
the Indian conimunity in question, however, this is
not the case. Here, there is an attitude of shared
responsibility in childrearing. Although the parents
were not home, the children were constantly being
watched by other community members ready to
intervene at, the first sign of trouble. Of course this
is not always, the case, but because the social worker
was not a member of the community, he was not
able to distinguish between real child neglect and
cultural' differences in childrearing responsibility.

efil'he outsiders 'do not witness the daily interactive
behavior patterns of4lhe community and so are only

. able to., interpret, thfrough their cultural blinders,
casual observations. In a phrase, the school and
agency personnel and the' Indian people do not
share same notions' about what a community' is.

The residential compounds also promote social
imbreeding which can -be damaging to the -psycho-
logical well being of the residents. Individuals in-
volved in such emotionally draining fields as teach-
ing and social services must be able to find meaning-
ful, diverSions after, the- working, day. Inl the com-
pound, however, one's friends and, neighbors are
also 'one's co-Workers with little .in common except
the job. The primary after-hours conversation, topic

is the 'job with.its frustrating clignts, administrators,
etc. 'One tends to eat, sleep, and breathe the job
which is riot a healthy situation and undoubtedly,..-0
is one of the .ptimary reasons, for the high turnover
rate in school and social agency personnel.,

It should be-clear at this point that both Indian
community members and, agency *staff become the
victims of past Policies. The situation becomes a
vicious, cycle in which culturally dfferent community
behavior' is misinterpreted or misunderstood by ithe
agency staff because the physical separation does
not allow meaningful cross-cultural experiences mt-
side of the professional relationship. The separation
prevents the community from actively working with
agency. personnel to create better understandings of
one another. Because meaningful contacts. are not
made, misinterpretation continues.-

The situation, whiledifficplt, is not-without the
opportunity to make, improvements. While not a
practical remedy, the a first step is for the social
agency worker or teacher to recognize the situation -

in which they find themselveS; that they can be
pulled into the vicious cycle of incorrect interpreta-
tion and inappropriate response unless they take
steps to intervene. From such an awareness, staff
members can begin tO take more practical steps.

If at all possible,, one should live in the communl-
ty.one services, not the coMpound and not a location'.
which requires one to become ",a. commuter. If this
is not possible or desirable, one should use every
available opportunity to take part in comkunity.
events. Non-Indians oftenuspect that they not
welcome to attend such event's as pow-wows, district
council meetings, and other community get-togeth-
ers. This' feeling is unfounded and in fact 'members
of the community are delighted that professionals
would find their events worthwhile. As an example,
a good friend of mine who was the principal of the
Manderson Day School 'on the Pine Ridge Reserva-
tion made it a point to attend the tribal council
meetings in his district. Although the meetings were
held in Lakota and this individual was the only non-
speaker of Lakota in attendance, the participants
would always stop at several points during the meet-
ing to translate the proceedings and find out if he
had any questions. This individual was probably the
most popular and effective principal that school has
ever had.

Even in the course of the professional relation-
ship between the staff member and the client things
can be done to help overcome physical separation..
As examples, if a school is sponsoring 'a parent-
teacher meeting or a social agency is sponsoring a
public policy meeting, the event does not have to be
held in the school or in the agency offices. It may
be possible to hold the meeting in a community hall,
someone's home, or some other facility where the
community members ,are more likely to gather. It ,

may be even more effective to bring food or make
it a potluck affair.

The point is that the professional must under,
stand the perceived inaccessability of the agency
and its staff" to the community member and that
one is welcome to move beyond ,the traditional
boundaries of physiCal separation.
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"CASE ILLUSTRATIOvi N # 1 . , 1 .

. . i,

Earned incomes is supposed to be reported to the worker within a limited number of dOs. When Sally
failed to report, new wor.ker contacted her employer and discovered that Sally had left abruptly without
notice.. She had been a hard 'worker and this was the first time for such an incident. Her co-workers could
not think of, any reason for her behavior, as she had appeared as usual that morning': One woman, how-.

. .ever, remembered that she had seemed sad or depressed.;'

Discussion: Considering Sally's Native American heritage/what r sons could be suggested 'for her unu§ual. ,

behayor?
How could these reasons.tle in with the disap'pearingact? , .

/
Conclusion: A cousin of Sally's (which might not' have been an actual cousin, by. white standards, but merely

a close friend of other relatives of her age oialige) passed. away suddenly. In the tradition of
her people she responded. The only iesponse possible was to drop eyerything and go to the
family. It is not a part of traditional Indian practice to send a card or sympathy note. Per-
sonal attendance sometimes Mr three oifirour days or longer is expected. Sally probably did
not notify her employer, fearing scorn or lack of Understanding of her ways. ,

±'

Possible . .

Discussion: The family unit and kinship system make an older woman an auntie, an older man uncle,
the same age group a cousin, a younger age group a niece or nephew, regardless often of actual
blood relationship. %.

Funeral customs and faMily involvenleig' t

CASE ILLUSTRATION # 2 1--
I

.,,..<7,-.

Betty is a single Indian. woman in her mid thirties with an "adopted child." Actually thechild is,4/411.

daughter of an older sister who'gaye the infant to Betty shortly after birth as her sister wanted a childAo2A
raise. In addition, Betty's sister wished to be free to go to school. A new social worker arrived on the resep'.3;i
vation with strong feelings_;that children belong with :their natural mother wherever possible.

:
Discussion: ince the child's natural mother is, now out of school and doing well, shouldn't-the child he re.-

urned? is.

,
,

,..
_

hould the social worker help the child to relatuto her real mother as "mother?" 4v

Should the worker encourage a formal adoption proceeding?
.

Conclusion: The child has known all along who her "real" mother is but her nurturing mother is the /unth,
and to uproot her now would, be traumatic. Since there are no inherent guilt feelings, on the,?;
part of the natural mother and the child seems well adjusted it is only right to leave the situa-
tion alone. A legal adoption would not have been any more binding in the eyes of this'4014;4'
than the informal agreement now in existence.

Possible
Discussion: Traditional tribal ways of parenting. Some tribes remove small children, boys particularly, at

a, young age and turn them over to an uncle or other relative. They feel' the uncle or other rela-
tive can be more objective in disciplining and training than the parent.

CASE ILLUSTRATION # 3

',his case illustration is an attempt to ilhistrate the difficulties in .dealing with a Ngtiye American
woman who is quite young and has had three children starting at age 14. .

In attempting to verify household composition the caseworker discovered that two of the three chil-
dren belonging to this young mother could not be located. Fuither, the mother herself seemed quite un-
concerned about their whereabouts. The child-mother had herself had a very turbulent upbringing. She was
the daughter of a woman who began having children around the age of 14 as well and continued well up to
age 40. The young client is now 18 and has three small children. .

The 'worker considered several possibilities for the location of the children. ak,

Discussion: Where do you think they were?
Do 'you suppose they were together?
Why do you think the young mother was unconcerned about where her children might be?'
'Should the worker assume them to be all right.:or pursue the search?

Conclusion: The worker followed up' and discovered that the client had gfven one of the children to an elder-
,
ly alcoholic in-law when she'tired of listening to him cry (he was under a year old). The other
child, about two years old, had been given to, the client's motherthe grandmother of the child.
The grandmother concealed this fact. For what reason the worker was never able to discover.

Possible
Discussion: The extended family concept.
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CASE ILLUSTRATION # 4

. , rs k 4,, ,, nndmether 'receiving financial assistance who has been on the program for a considerable
:..length of tinie,,,,phe adheres closely to the traditional ways of behavior. At one point she requested the addi-
, tion of sto her grant. The rental situation was so confused, however, that the worker asked her to

biin.g in 414*'..ndlordher son-in-law. The client reacted in horror and refud, apparently content with no
shelter,, .- . .

tiscus/s14,1/$Why do you suppose the cli t reacted in such a manner? ,

. ,

...
'

o
yi'li1:: Was the client being sus c out. of more bureaucratic involvement?

, ,t °.. Would simple anger at her son-in-law cause such a reaction?
/ ,

on: The worker realized that in this traditional family it is a taboc?for a woman to talk with her son -
in-law. In fact, when they met,- each turned and walked the other way. Because of this, the
worker made an extra effort to straighten out the rental situation by mail.

1e
ssion: Traditional family speaking and non-speaking relationships.

ASE ' ILLUSTRATION # 5

The following case example is design d to illustrate that patience and mutual respect should'be exer-
cised with regard to American Indians. ,

.

After several weeks of visits to the social worker, Joey still would not say much during the interview.
The social worker was frustrated because Joey would not respond to his questions. The social worker re-
ferred theicase to a different worker. .

V / the t A
,' After reviewing, he case, the new social worker asked he mother to bring Joey in for ..weekly visits.

-40T-he orker did not ask Joey any. questions. The new worker. told Joey that he did not need to talk if he
did t want to. The worker gave Joey paper and pencil and allowed him \to draw or relax during the 45 min-

- lite session.
Each week Joey felt more at ease in the new worker'soffice. Joey began to smile more often and soon

Joey began to ask questions of the new worker. When Joey had finished asking questions, he began to. re-.
spond to the new worker and together they were able to explore some of Joey's concerns and problems.,

CASE ILLUSTRATION # 6

The f llowing case illustration is designed to illustrate that. it is helpful for social workers working
with Ame can Indian clientele to. have some background in community organization as sEill as clinical
skills in order to work with the client's total system. . Ir.

Bill was a
, new social worker assigned to the community. He wanted very much to show the people

that he was a ,competent worker and had a lot of concern for the welfare of the people. He quickly learned .
that unemployment was very high and drinking seemed to be a problem with many young men and women.

Bill planned many home visits to families which were referred to him by police or by medical doc-
tors. As Bill visited each family he learned that the major reasons people gave for drinking were:

(A) nothing else to do
(B) everyone else does
(C) becauk it's boring if you don't
(D) to get drunk
After one year of counseling families, . Bill found that his success rate for decreasing drinking in the

community was very low, He felt that he was not getting anywhere with the community. After ,two years
of working with mostly alcoholism, Bill became burned-out and had asked for a trans er to a different com-
munity. .

.

Discussion: What were the primary problems that Bill faced when he entered hi community?
Wha,t. seems to be the biggest problem that Billfaced?
What seemed to be the biggest problem that the community faced? ,f .
What. are some alternatives that you would suggest to Bill?

20
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' ANNOTATED ISIBLIOGAPHY OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES

Atteneave, C. L. and I). R. Kelso. American Indian Anno-
Gited Bibliography of Mental Health. Seattle, WA:
Washington University, 1977.

Tills reference presents 250 abstracted entries and
ditional 250 citations. This is a comprehensive,Ian

efe nce for people interested in 'the area of social
'k practice, especially the m tal health fie4 The.

r erence is grouped into the f wing categorigs: men-'
al health research :. environme populatiot g4tips and
tevelopmental groups; mental; ealth systems; medical
systems; social work systems('' educational .systems; re-
ligious systems (NonNative); legal correctional systems;
governmental systems; and others.

Atteneave, C. L. and R. V. Speck. -Family Networks. New
York: Pantheon Books, 1r.73.

An approach in family network systems; approach
to family crisis.

Harsh, R. L. The Road. Los Angeles, CA: University of
California Press, 1980.

This book contains 'historical developments of the
conceptualization of tribal sovereignty and the emer,
Bence of federal intervention which destroyed the social
structure of many tribal nations. it deals specifically
and technically with the tribal-federal relationship from
the development of the constitution of the United States,
to the ethnic and political movements of today. The
emphasis is on a hiltorical perspective.

B'rown, E. F. A Conceptual Framework for the Study and
Analysis of Indian Communities. Tempe, AZ: School of
Social Work, Arizona State University, 1978. k

This paper provides a conceptual framework and
guide for instructors in schools of social work to use
in a classroom .setting. The primary focus is upon
federally recognized tribal reservations.

Edwards, E. D. and Marge E. Edwards. "Minorities: Ameri-
\can Indians." Encyclopedia of Social Work. New York:

._,Council on Social Work Education, 1977.
This article discusses the American Indian experience

hiStorically and currently foopsine-on the concept of
self-determination, social services, ksearch and plan-
ning. The experience of the .reservation and urban

. situation are compared.)
Edwards, E. D. and Others. American Indian Aging: An

Approach to Model Implementation, New York: Council
on. Social Work Education, December,, 1978.

This report contains a teaching model \and specific
objectives for the presentation of materials on American
Indian content in social work education based curricula.
It is developed around four 'basic social work areas:
(1) human behavior in the social environment; (2) social
work methods; (3) social policy; (4) research. The re
port also contains bibliographical references for each
area.

Farris. C. E. "The .American Indian: Social ,Work Educa-
tion's Neglected Minority." Journal . of Education for
Social Work, Spring, 1975, Volume 2, Number 2.

The author points out that there are many corm
monalitiei between the lifestyles and values of Anted.
cart Indians and the profession of social work, yet social
work and its practice and educational institutions to a
large extent have failed to reach or understand the con-

,cerns of American Indians.
Farris, C. E. and S. Farris. "Indian Children: The Struggle

for Sucvival." Social Work, 1976, Volume 21, Number 5.
. This article point's out the fact that American society

as a whole has neglected the American Indian and par
ticularly the Indian child. The author presents ways
of helping Indians that would take advantage of and
capitalize upon native pride, family tie and cultural
heritage..,.

Frederick, C. J. and Others.. Suicide, lloniielde, and Met).
holism Among American Indians: Guidelines for Help,
Washington, DC: National Institute of Mental Health,
U.S Government Printing Office, 1974, .

This publication is outofprint now, but may be.
available at many libraries. This booklet covers suicide,
homicide,. and alcoholism. It can be used to provide;

(1) "how-to"- guidelines for recognizing, handling, and
preventing possible suicide amorg American Indians;
(2) a model for crisis intervention and suicide preven-
tion programs; and (3) information and recommenda-
tions for workshops, information centers, teacher train.
Ing, newsletters, and audiovisual information.

FSAA. "The Phoenix and the Flame: The American Indian
Today." Social Casework, October, 1980, Volume 6,
Number 8.

The entire October issue of Social Casework is de-
voted to articles which relate to family, policies, aging,
students, mental health and other topics.

Goal-Tracks, J. G. "Native' American NonInterference."
Social Work, Volume 18, Number 6.

1 This article points out that Native American non-
Interference with others iskan obstacle for many social
workers. This article further establishes that a good
understanding of the basic principle of noninterference
should be a norm for social work practice with Indians:

Ishisaka, H. A. Alternatives to Foster Care. Seattle, WA:.
Seattle Indian Center, Inc., June 25, 1975.

This publication provides useful information to plan-
ners and those involved in social work practice. This ,
publication provides social work practitioners with a
framework and a model which could be useful in child
welfare matters.

Johnson, Louise C. and Others. Understandings Needed to
Work with Sioux Indian Clients, Vermillion, SD: Uni-
versity of South Dakota.

This paper evolved from a project designed to Ve-
velop locality-relevant curriculum for the Sioux Indian
and white social worker. The paper provides informa-
tion in five areas: (1) general background understand-
Ings; (2) specific cultural characteristics; (3) -, special
worker needs; (4) interactional specifics; and, (5) the
worker in the community.

Lewis, R. G. and M. K. Ho. "Social Work with Native
Americans." Social Work, September, 1975, Volume 20,
Number 5.

The authors discuss and describe value systems and
sugt that social workers and family counselors vary
tho echniques, as well as approaches, according to
the -needs of Native American clientele and people of
other _cultural backgrounds. .

Nobel, -V. C. and Others. Counseling the Native American
Client: An Annotated Bibliography of Journal Mem-
ture, 1964.1974. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, National Institute of
Education, 1974.

This publication is, largely descriptive, focuses on
the helping relationship. Much of the material comes
from the following academic areas: psychology, ethnolo
gy; sociology, social work, education, and anthropology.
This publication is a bibliography which contains much
Information for those, Involved in working with Indians.
Gives bibliographical information to those interested 4n
specific areas of interest such as: cultural identity;
personality traits of specific tribes; mad others.

Nortbn. D. G. and Others. The Dual Perspective: Inclusion
of Ethnic Minority Content in Social Work Curriculum,
New York: Council on Social Work Education, 1978.

The book points out the need for a dual perspective.
on the part of social workers who work with minority'
clients. This book explores the use of the dual perspeq;',
tive in method courses and the practicum and presents,';
materials for both practicum and practice in a plural.'
istic society,

lied Horse, J. 0, "Family Structure and Value Orientatien
in American Indian's." Social.amework, October, 1980,
Volume 01, Number 8.

This article states the program'. planners must be ,

aware of the historical emphasis placed On, the.;extended
family. They must, recognize .the itnnortnnce "of faintly
structure patterns, and analyze the value orientation
and purposeful behavior of American Indian people to
assure the delivery of quality services to American
Indian communities,



v.

Rosen( fort S. aPa-Leree-SheThey Are,Blooming." ChM.
dren Today. March-April, 1974, Volume 3. Number 2.

This article provides the social work Practitioner
With an example of a tribal owned preschool project in
the state of Washington which gives handicapped In-
dian children a chance to develop their skills. This
program provides a model for other tribes to follow, as
well as useful information on the program's incepticui
and, its organization._

Sotomayor,. M. Cross-Cultural Perspectives in Social Work.
Practice and Education. Houston. TX: Graduate School
of Social Work. Houston University, 1976.

The relationship of sooiet work practice and educa-
tion to minority groups is discussed in six symposium
papers. It contains a paper on lifestyles and values of
American Indians. and historical accounts. It contains
other papers on Blacks. Mexican Americans. as well as
government roles, higher education, mental health pro-
grams, and social action.

Underhill. R M. Youth' Protiftms on inillan Reservatons.
Boulder, CO: Department of Sociology, University of
Colorado, March 6, 1970.

Although somewhat outdated (1970) much of the in
formation provided could. facilitate insight to ,those un-
familiar with reservation problems. Provides baCk-
ground information regarding Indian education and
alcohol problims of youth.

Unger, S. E. T e Destruction of American Indian Families.
New York: Association on American Indian Affairs,
Inc.. 1977.

This book presents several essays which. examine
the Indian child welfare crisis in contemporary, legal,
and historical perspectives; documents the human cost
of the crisis to Indian parents, children, and communi-
ties; and reports on innovative programs designed and
implemented by Indian tribes themselves.

CASE STUDIES'
Lewis, Ron. "Cultural Perspectives_on Treatment Madan-

ties with Native Americans." Milwaukee, WI: Univer-
sity of Wisconsin- Milwaukee.

"Lyle RedThunder." Berkeley. CA: UniVersity of California
at Berkeley,Deducational Medic Laboratory.

"Warm SpringS: A Case Study Approach to Recognizing
the Strengths of the .American Indian and Alaskan
Native Family." Prepared by the American Academy
of Child Psychiatry, 1980.

"Working with the Poor: Cultural Differences Between
Worker and Community." New York: Council on Social
Work Education, 1968.

*The case studies are available through the Social= Work
Program, Dakota Wesleyan University.
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TRIBAL

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Cheyenne pilfer Sioux Tribal Council.
Eagle Butte, SD 57625
Telephone: 964-4155

Crow Creek Sioux .Tribe
Crov Crelek Sioux Tribal Council
Ft. Thompson, BD 57339
Telephone: 245-2281

Flandrehu Santee Sioux Tribe
Flandreau Santee Sioux. Tribal Council
Flandreau, SD 57028
Telephone: 997-3891

Lower Brule Sioux Tribe
Lower Brule Sioux Tribal Council

ower Brule, SD 57548
Telephone: 473-5561

Ogiala Sioux Tribe
Siowt Tribal Council

Pine Ridge, SD 57770
Telephone: 867-5821

HEADQUARTERS%

Rosebud Sioux Tribe
Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council
Rosebud, SD 57570
Telephone:-747-2381

Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe
Sikseton:Wahpeton Sioux Tribal Htadquarters
Sisseton, SD 57262
Telephone: 698-3911

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Council
Ft. Yates', ND, 58538
Telephone: (701) 854-7231

Yankton Sioux Tribtt,
Yankton Sioux Tribal Business and

Claims Committee
Wagner, SD 57380
Telephohe: 384-3641
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